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T he Galleon 2016 serves as a 
record of  the year. It records the 
successes and achievements of  

our school. It reflects on outings and 
relationships. The photographs are of  
happy, smiling girls who are relishing 
the opportunities they have been 
afforded on many fronts.

How we view success is indicative of  
our relationship with life. Whether it be 
parent or child, teacher or pupil, team 
or individual, it’s about what we do and 
when we do it, it’s how we do it and our 
attitudes when we do it.  We have to 
connect not only with the opportunity 
but with those with whom we engage 
when afforded opportunities.  All of  
this will contribute to our happiness.

Acting Head’s Report
2016

Mahatma Gandhi defines happiness 
as ‘consistency between our values, 
thoughts and actions’”. This school 
magazine conveys happiness, and my 
prayer is that our values as a school 
will continue to underpin all we do to 
ensure ongoing happiness.  

Our thoughts have an impact on our 
actions. Therefore, what we think, not 
only of  ourselves, but also of  others, 
influences the roles that others play in 
our lives, and subsequently effects the 
difference that we can make in theirs.  
Our actions must always contribute 
positively to our world - all needs to  
be in synergy if  we are to experience 
true happiness.

Next year, Durban Girls’ College 
celebrates its 140th Birthday.   
What a privilege we have to be part 
of  the fabric that makes our school. 
We will remain forever indebted to 
the forward thinking founders of  this 
educational institution of  excellence.  
They understood the value of  educating 
young women, not only to uplift them, 
but to afford them their rightful place 
as contributors to the world at large.

Marianne Bailey

“Mahatma Gandhi 
defines happiness as 
consistency between 
our values, thoughts 
and actions.” 
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Welcome to our

 High School

You will read of  the myriad 
achievements of  our girls across 
all spheres: academic, cultural 

and sporting. We are incredibly proud 
of  so many of  the girls who have 
excelled in an individual capacity 
or as a member of  a team. Their 
representation and commitment 
ensures the reputation of  our school 
and also facilitates the unique 
educational journey that we aim to 
provide. 

Importantly, many of  our girls manage 
to hold to excellent academic standards 
while committing to time-consuming 
extra-curricular programmes. This 
level of  engagement prepares them 
for real life where effective time-
management skills and adaptability 
combine to enable success.

Our Matrics once again achieved a 
100% pass rate, with all but two of  them 
achieving a Bachelor’s Pass.  
With four of  the girls being placed on 
the outstanding achievement list and 
one on the commendable achievement 
list, our girls continue to excel. Several 
girls were on the lists of  pupils in the 
top 1% in the country, in a wide variety 
of  subjects, showing that many of  our 
teachers are enabling girls to reach 
great heights. We are mindful of  the 
unique educational journey that our 
girls experience from Grade 00 right 
the way through to Grade 12, and need 
to thank teachers across all phases 

for contributing to these successes. 
Our Guest of  Honour this year was Dr 
Mamphela Ramphele (a South African 
politician, a former activist against 
apartheid, a medical doctor,  
an academic and a businesswoman) 
who inspired the girls and held her 
audience in the palm of  her hand. 

Not only did she grace us with her 
presence on Founders’ Day, but she 
also facilitated a diversity workshop 
with a group of  Grade 10, 11 and 12 girls 
who were inspired by her wisdom and 
insight into the needs of  young South 
Africans to engage purposefully and 
boldly in the difficult conversations 
that surround change. 

This year, we departed from tradition 
and made the decision to hold a High 
School Awards Ceremony for Grades 8 
– 11 at the start of  2017 (based on prizes 
applicable to the 2016 academic year). 
This will be reported on in the 2017 
magazine.

With a change in leadership halfway 
through the year, came an interim 
structure which allowed for the 
Board to decide on a structure and 
mandate; part of  which arose out of  
their awareness of  the need to secure 
sustainability in the face of  increased 
competition. Education has become a 
growth business in South Africa with 
the emergence of  highly competitive 
brands. In response to this, the school 

embarked on strategic planning 
under the guidance of  Mike Ivey of  
Gold Digger Change Catalyst Agency. 
Mike facilitated a number of  coalition 
sessions and after robust and intense 
discussion and debate, the nuts and 
bolts of  the strategic vision for Durban 
Girls’ College began to emerge. 

Process is important in such 
undertakings and the feedback 
sessions and report-backs to staff and 
management provided much needed 
focus. Staff members from the guiding 
coalitions presented their thinking 
across the three areas (significant 
women; unique educational journeys 
and diversity/inclusivity) which will 
inform the strategic direction for DGC. 

This year’s leaders can be very proud 
of  the role that they played in leading 
the school. The Leadership Programme 
is evolving and has allowed for an 
inclusive and broadly collaborative 
model, which enables individual 
growth and team work. 

Each year the system is reviewed and 
enhanced through the feedback and 
experiences of  the leaders who have 
encountered various challenges and 
responded to these with the guidance  
of  teachers and Mrs Ridgway who 
heads up this portfolio. We are very 
grateful for their role and for the 
leadership of  our Head Girl, Georgina 
Zaloumis, and Deputies, Zara Govender 
and Sarah Kanamugire.

As we look ahead to a rapidly-changing 
world, with the delivery of  education 
shifting towards digital technologies, 
we are cognisant of  the enormous 
responsibility and privilege that we 
have as teachers. We are excited at these 
changes; but equally mindful of  our 
need to hold to the core values that lie 
at the heart of  what we stand for; values 
such as kindness, respect, humility, 
generosity, commitment and courage. 

So as not to be complacent, we need 
to reflect on the words of  William R. 
Inge: “The modern world belongs to the 
half-educated, a rather difficult class, 
because they do not realize how little 
they know.” 

Heather Goedeke 
Acting Head of High School

“As we look ahead to 
a rapidly-changing 
world, with the 
delivery of education 
shifting towards 
digital technologies, 
we are cognisant 
of the enormous 
responsibility and 
privilege that we  
have as teachers. ”

2016 was a year of change for Durban Girls’ College
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Founders Speech
“The whole is greater than the sum of its parts.”

Founders’ 
Day

Good evening Dr Rampele, 
Members of  the Board, Invited 
guests, Parents, Staff and Girls, 

I consider myself  privileged indeed to 
address this gathering of  girls, parents, 
colleagues and friends associated with 
College.  Given the fact that we have 
an illustrious guest speaker, whom I 
have no doubt you are looking forward 
to hearing, I will deviate slightly from 
previous addresses. I will of  course 
make reference to highlights and refer 
to individuals, but need to say that this 
is not meant as a summary of  all that 
has happened at our school this year 
or everyone’s contributions, but rather 
select examples of  the many wonderful 
pupils and their achievements, staff 
and their contributions and more. 
Much more.

I chose as my theme, the quote by 
Aristotle, that the whole is greater than 
the sum of  its parts. Co-incidentally, 
Ms. Edgcumbe used a similar theme in 
her Assembly on Monday.  She used an 
image of  Queen Elizabeth which was 
commissioned to celebrate her Jubilee 
recently.  The image is constructed of  
thousands of  individual photographs 
in which the queen is engaged at 
numerous events and functions 
throughout many years.  Each little 
piece combines to form the whole 
image of  the queen.  On its own each 
little picture may appear to be fairly 
insignificant, but together they form 
a picture which would be incomplete 
without it. Individuals, families, 
organisations and societies are no 

different, and neither is College.  
We too, consist of  many parts which 
make up the whole.

Each of  the groups I make reference 
to makes a similar contribution to the 
whole, which is College, and I would 
like to start with the girls.  They are 
many and diverse, each bringing an 

individual richness to College, but 
also, each made up of  the many facets 
and talents which are part of  their 
being.  Their strengths and weaknesses, 
or rather their opportunities for 
development, their heritage and 
history, their appearance and abilities, 
their values, and I could go on, combine 
to make them who they are.  They, 
as individuals, are so much more 
important than their achievements. 
I have always ensured that each girl 
whom I have had the privilege of  
teaching is reminded that she is of  
significantly more value than the 
blazer she wears, or the colours which 
adorn it.  Each one, in her own way, 

then contributes something to their 
families, the school, society and the 
world at large. We celebrate differences 
and uniqueness and acknowledge each 
contribution.

Yes, we have celebrated amazing 
achievements of  which you have been 
made aware throughout the year, and so 
we should.  Inessa Rajah’s essay, which 
was selected as the winning entry in the 
Commonwealth Essay Competition, 
is deserving of  celebration.  Cassidy 
Williamson, who ran in Poland 
representing South Africa, made us 
ever so proud as we tried to listen to a 
podcast of  the event during a meeting.  

Our swimming team, which won 
the D&D Gala for the 11th time, and 
our Equestrian Team, which won the 
Inter-schools event for the 1st time, are 
equally proud of  their achievements, 
and we celebrate with them.  Emma 
Criticos won the Woolworths design 
competition, nationally. Zara Govender 
and her SRC chose the He4she 
campaign as their project and it was 
a special event which now looks set to 
become part of  the annual calendar 
and earned them a letter from the UN, 
acknowledging their contribution, and 
I could go on!

There have been disappointments and 
sadnesses as well. We were all saddened 
by the untimely death of  Nomvelo 
Dube, a Grade 10 pupil, in the third 
term and we grappled with the meaning 
of  life and death at that time, but we 
also celebrated the life of  someone who 

grasped opportunity so firmly and who, 
despite adversity, was always willing 
to try with a big smile on her face.  Her 
contribution to our school is important 
and she is sorely missed by all whom 
she touched.

The alumnae make their valuable 
contributions and on more than one 
occasion, I have heard it said that 
employers notice straight away when 
they are dealing with a College girl at an 
interview.  By remote control each girl 
who has been part of  College adds to 
the picture of  the school in society.  This 
carries an awesome responsibility of  
which we must all be aware.  The words 
of  our school prayer remind us to be 
cognizant of  those who are to come 
after us. 

The staff are invaluable, however, no 
one individual or her subject is more 
important than another.  Each one 
touches the girls in a different way and 
adds richness to the lives of  those they 
teach. Each one forms part of  a team 
which adds multi-dimensionally to 
the life of  the school.  I thank them for 
their contribution and salute them. 
A special thank you to the Old Girls’ 
and PA for the tea supplied on World 
Teachers’ Day at which they recognised 
the contribution of  the staff.   

We have had to say a number of  
goodbyes throughout the year and 
more will leave the fold at the end of  
the year.  Our heartfelt thanks goes 
with them as they disembark, for 
all they have done for the College 
girls. Our administrative, support 
and maintenance staff fulfill equally 
important roles.  They form part of  
the whole and often work behind 
scenes ensuring that what is seen, runs 
smoothly and efficiently.  Without their 
valuable input, we would have had to 
ride stormy seas!

The Board contributes in many ways 
to the whole picture.  Were they not 
guiding and supporting, there would 
certainly be gaps in the picture.  We 
recognise the strategic role they play at 
DGC.  Special mention must be made 
of  Mrs. Di Gammie who has served the 
Board for 8 years of  which 4 were in 
the capacity as Chair.  Thank you Di, 
and Mike as well, for your invaluable 
contribution to College.  Please accept a 
gift as a token of  our appreciation.

You, as parents, are equally important.  
Your investment, both financial and 
in terms of  time, and support of  your 
daughters are necessary parts of  the big 
picture that is College.  

Durban Girls’ College is not a building.  
It is a living, vibrant organism, made 
up of  many parts, which has made 
its mark and it will continue to do so 
because of  those who make up the 
whole. The acronym TEAM is a simple 
way for us to remember that ‘together 
everyone achieves more.’

And finally a message to all our girls:  
“To know the spirit of a place is to realise that 
you are a part of a part and that the whole is 
made of parts, each of which is a whole.  
You start with the part you are.” (adapted 
from a quote by Gary Snyder).

“Yes, we have 
celebrated amazing 
achievements of 
which you have 
been made aware 
throughout the year 
and so we should.”
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Chairman’s Report

Dr Ramphele, Mrs Bailey, Special 
Guests and Friends of  College.
It is a profound privilege for 

me to stand here this evening carrying 
with me the heritage of  the past as an 
Old Girl, being fully cognisant of  the 
challenges and opportunities of  the 
present as a parent, and accountable 
for navigating this Galleon through 
the unchartered seas of  the future as 
Chairman of  your Board of  Governors.

There have been many debates 
throughout history about the most 
important invention for humankind 
-  some say it is fire, others claim the 
wheel and even others suggest the 
mobile phone, or perhaps the internet. 

For us, at College, it is the Galleon – the
ship that was crafted by our Founders 
to transport young ladies and their 
aspirations from the innocence and 
curiosity of  childhood to the destination 
of  their choice at the end of  Grade 12. 
The same ship that this Board of  
Governors is responsible for keeping 
both seaworthy, and on the right course.

As you all know, our Captain, Mr 
Hagspihl, has recently disembarked,  
as have many Captains before him, 
each playing a significant role at the 
helm, but it is ultimately the Board that 

is accountable for the sustainability and 
longevity of  the College brand. 

We thank Mr Hagspihl most sincerely 
for the contribution he has made over 
the past 4 years and reinforce the fact 
that he leaves as a friend of  the school, 
ever welcome as part of  the College 
community. Mrs Bailey now has her 
hands firmly on the wheel, holding it 
steady while we chart the course for  
the future. 

Over the past year, the Board of  
Governors has changed quite 
significantly. Before our AGM, and 
in light of  the number of  Governors 
retiring, much time and attention 
was given to board composition and 
identifying the skills and resources 
needed by the Board to harness the 
opportunity in the challenges we face 
going forward. 

A very heartfelt thanks to those 
Governors who have served the school 
faithfully for many years and who 
retired this year – particularly Diane 
Gammie, who served on the board for 
8 years, 4 of  those as chair. Diane we 
acknowledge your tireless commitment 
and dedication to the school and I 
extend a personal thanks for all that I 
learnt from you. 

We also said farewell to long serving 
Vice Chair and Chair of  the Finance 
Committee, Alan Mundell, Steve 
Ellis who was involved with strategic 
planning, our clergy representative, 
Mandy Pearson, educationist, Judy Tate 
and Tanya Bailey who retired from the 
PA after many years’ service. The input 
of  each of  you is sincerely valued. I am 
honoured to introduce to you as the 
new Governors in their stead - 

Murray Grinrod and Mohammed 
Abdool Samad, who join David 
Altshuler on our Finance Committee; 
Jacquie Bhana adding much needed 
human resources skills; Dale Ten Hope 
and Viv Mc Menamin bringing strategic 
strength and objectivity as non-parents; 
Richard Neave his lens as educator 
and wealth of  experience as Head; and 
Janina Masojada injecting vibrancy and 
passion as the new chair of  the PA. 

This is a Board of  incredibly committed 
people passionate about the past, 
present and future of  DGC. There is not 
only a strong cross-section of  skills but 
also representivity across the phases.

Much of  the Board’s work is devolved 
to, and takes place via, subcommittees, 
and I extend my appreciation to them 
for the many, many hours they dedicate 
to the school behind the scenes.  

The Finance Subcommittee, chaired 
by David Altshuler, ensures our 
sustainability and stability; supported 
by the Marketing Subcommittee under 
the guidance of  Craig ClaySmith.

Russell Hampson keeps his eye on 
our buildings and grounds, and Ken 
McIntosh on legal and compliance 
issues. The Board operates from a 
mandate of  stakeholder inclusivity, 
and we acknowledge and affirm the 
role that each of  you play in our school 
– girls, parents, staff, Old Girls and 
the wider DGC community. I take this 
opportunity to thank you all. 

Firstly, our key and most valued asset 
– our staff – the crew of  the Galleon, 
without whom we could never set sail. 
The significance of  the contribution 
you make, each in your own way, can 
never be underestimated. We are truly  
blessed to have an Executive Team 
second to none – Mrs Bailey, Mrs 
Goedeke, Mrs Van Dellen, Mrs 
Conradie and Mrs Montocchio, you are 
a formidable team and one of  the key 
strengths of  this school. I know that 
you will sorely miss Mr Hagspihl, but 
I also know the depth of  the passion 
of  each of  you for DGC, and your 
commitment to moving us forward. A 
very special thank you to you. 

And let us not forget, the “mother”  
of  our school, Mrs Small, who has 
elevated our boarding offering to 
the same standard of  excellence 
experienced in the school; and our 
team of  Ground Staff. Thank you 
all.  Looking after our parent and 
Old Girls’ stakeholders, we are 
fortunate to have a very active Parents’ 
Association and Old Girls’ Guild. 
The Parents’ Association, led by 

Janina Masojada, supports College’s 
mission and strategic direction to 
build community through positive and 
active parent engagement, ongoing 
and effective communication, and 
strong partnerships. Some of  their 
key activities focused on community 
building are the celebratory cocktail 
party for the Matric Parents on the 
memorable night of  the Matric Dance; 
the Senior Primary Braai and Campout; 
the Junior Primary Family Picnic and 
the giant outdoor movie; and the golf  
day. They also co- hosted with the school 
a talk on social media and technology 
awareness. 

The Rites of  Passage gifts at critical 
stages of  our unique educational 
journey, are also a PA initiative as is 
College Quarters, which continues as 
a financial support towards ensuring 
that all girls can participate in grade 
outings and school tours. Events such 
as the Appreciation Tea for our staff 
on International Teachers’ Day are yet 
another way in which the PA and the 
valued class liaison parent structure 
support our school activities. To all of  
our parents, led by the PA, we thank 
you most sincerely for your continued 
support.

The purpose of  the Old Girls’ Guild is 
to facilitate and actively encourage the 
continued involvement of  all Old Girls 
in the wider community of  Durban 
Girls’ College, with a view to ensuring 
the continued well- being of  our school 
and its Old Girls. Led by Simone Verster 
as Chair, and Nerissa Govind as Vice 
Chair, the execution of  this vision 
is carried out through interaction 
and activities focused on building 
relationships in three specific areas:

• Firstly, in relation to the current 
pupils of  DGC, they focus on building 
relationships with learners to 
encourage retention when they leave 
the school system – with this aim in 
mind, this year they implemented 
the “My Life Program, reintroduced 
dance classes with the Clifton Grade 
11’s and held a Matric farewell lunch;

• Secondly, the Guild encourages 
the involvement of  Old Girls 
through networking, brand creation 
and resonance, greater Old Girl 
involvement in the school and 
identifying future fundraising 
opportunities;

• And thirdly, and a very important 
component of  the Guild’s work, is 
their nursery schools: Enkuliso & 
Ekujabuleni, which the Old Girls 
have supported for over 70 years and 
pledged their continued involvement.

Thank you to each of  you on, and 
involved with, the Guild for the 
incredible work that you do in nurturing 
this critical stakeholder group. And last, 
but certainly not least, of  our important 
stakeholders is our girls and the ones we 
celebrate this evening – each of  you has 
been significant in your contribution 
to the school this year and whether 
you are rewarded tonight or not, that 
contribution is valued and appreciated 
by the Board. 

Shifting focus from our stakeholders 
to Board activities – in the past 
year, besides a strong focus on good 
governance, our attention has been on 
two parallel processes:

1. A culture survey conducted 
amongst the staff to gain insights 
into the culture of  the environment 
within the school and to identify 
strengths and weaknesses, as they 
apply to organizational performance. 
We are nearing the end of  this 
process in designing, together with 
EXCO, effective action plans for 
improving the school, its culture and 
its environment.

2. A review of  the school’s strategic 
plan, specifically focused on the 
sustainability of  the school. This 
process involves the identification 
of  strategic priorities in relation to 
performance, risk management and 
growth. Whilst this process is not 
yet finalised, these priorities are 
emerging with DGC being:

“A Christian school, 
embracing diversity of 
culture and thought, 
focused on holistic 
educational excellence 
and producing women 
of significance that will 
contribute to all sectors 
of society, by creating 
a unique journey for 
each girl based on 
tradition, innovation 
and excellence and 
supporting the 
development of a world- 
class, passionate and 
empowered staff.”

With that as our focus, we, the Board, 
are committed to unlocking and 
unleashing the incredible potential of  
this very special institution, reinforcing 
the vision of  our Founders, so 
beautifully captured in our centenary 
year, by Ms Christison: “Durban Girls’ 
College, while prepared to adapt to 
change, would nonetheless remain 
unwavering in its founding principles: 
principles which embraced tolerance, 
justice, service, high educational 
standards and ideals, an unceasing 
quest for wider knowledge coupled 
with a concern and compassion for all 
mankind and all creatures with which 
during your brief  journey on earth, you 
are inextricably bound.” 

Matrics of  2016 – tomorrow, your 
final assembly, is your first step in 
disembarkation – if  you take that step 
with these founding principles instilled 
in your being and informing your 
choices for your onward journey, DGC 
will have served her purpose. 

The Board wishes each of  you well as 
you write your final exams, and then as 
you move towards a new destination, 
flying the flag of  College in your own 
special and significant way. Treasure 
deeply what she has given you, as she 
will always be an intrinsic part of  who 
you are.

May Godspeed each one of  you, and the 
Galleon, safely on her way.

Michelle Posemann
Chairman of the Board of Governors

October 2016
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From the Head Girl
All that August day [in 1877] a violent easterly gale blew in Durban. Several houses 
were unroofed; the ships in the Outer Anchorage tossed on the angry waves; a 
barque from New York laden with ‘Yankee notions’ for Messrs Parker Wood and 
co. dragged her anchor and ran ashore on the back beach: but it was on a calm and 
sunlit sea that the little College galleon was launched in the handsome Assembly 
Hall of the Durban Young Ladies’ Collegiate institution.

’According to Durban Girls’ College archives, on the day our school was built,  
Durban was in chaos. Yet within the changing of the winds a school emerged.  
139 years later, and the winds are still changing.

Good evening honoured guest 
Dr Ramphele, members of  the 
Board of  Governors, Mrs Bailey, 

Mrs Goedeke, staff, parents and girls. 

At Durban Girls’ College I have learnt 
that education is most powerful when 
you are taught to think for yourself. 
Nevertheless, many South African 
students do not know this and are 
forced to see their education as the 
extent to which they are worth. In 
a country where 50% of  its people 
live below the poverty line, receiving 
one’s Matric becomes a lifeline which 
allows one the opportunity to escape 
the poverty cycle for oneself  and one’s 
family. Both the schools I have attended 
have been academically sound and have 
had the best amenities to offer where 
I have been actively encouraged to 
pursue my passions.

I have been afforded the means to 
attend these schools and because 
of  it, have always had the door of  

opportunity left wide open for me. Yet 
the truth about my opportunity isn’t 
just confined to the walls of  apartheid 
which propelled whites, on a whole, 
economically above the rest of  South 
Africa to this day, but goes back all the 
way to the 6 April 1652 when the first 
white person colonised South Africa.

Since that day white privilege has 
existed in South Africa, however, there 
are people around me that still believe 
that white privilege ended the same day 
Apartheid did. I naively saw only what 
I wanted to see, a democratic South 
Africa where all the wrongs of  the 
past had been rectified the day we saw 
Mandela become president. Currently 
Durban’s population is 51% black, 24% 
Indian, 15% white and 9% coloured. 

However, many private schools do not 
reflect this. Looking at this hall of  girls 
in front of  me is proof  that we have 
not fully achieved a democratic South 
Africa. The greatness of  a school is 

based on the character of  its students. 
Right now the spotlight is on those 95 
beautiful Matrics but what about the 
other 62 million girls worldwide who 
are still waiting to be educated?
 We should be investing in girls to 
change the world and that final push for 
change rests on our shoulders. 

Once a month, thousands of  girls miss 
school when they get their periods. This 
year our Matric class raised R5000 in 
order to buy 100 reusable pads for girls 
at underprivileged schools. 

Not only is this a sustainable project 
but it means 100 more girls will not 
miss a week of  school each month. 
That’s 60 more school days a year for 
each girl. 

School is no longer about looking out 
for our own interests but has been 
extended to empowering others which 
we hope will inspire greatness for 
generations to come.

In 1955 the headmistress of  Durban 
Girls’ College, Miss E Middleton, 
said: ‘Courage, wisdom, wit and 
high ideals…, [is] the wind by which 
the galleon was stirr’d, compelling 
action fearless.’ I want to say to my 
extraordinary grade, we’ve done it. 
We finally found the pipeline and 
made it through, making our mark on 
College by getting all sports recognized 
officially by the school. 

My two deputies: Inessa, our very 
own English prodigy, without your 
incredible understanding and Sarah, 
your constant persistence and 
competitiveness, I honestly believe that 
everything we’ve achieved this year 
would never have been possible. I don’t 
know what our grade, let alone I, would 
have done without the two of  you this 
year. My sitting in butternut soup is 
testament to what I become when you 
are not present.

At least once in our high school 
career, we’ve all had that red mark on 
a test telling us ‘we can do better’ or 
worse yet, the ‘please come see me’ 
exclamation point. You have to realise 
that no one is perfect and you will mess 
up at least once – just ask our grade 
how the Calculus test went! In fact, ask 
me, I dropped four symbols for that 
pesky thing. But we need to change this 
perception that perfection can become 
a reality. I’ve watched girls consume 
themselves with the idea of  achieving 
this and subsequently destroy 
themselves because of  it. 

It’s an extremely lonely sensation to 
believe that no one believes in you 
anymore or that people are standing 
against you. It is even worse when 
this means you no longer believe in 
yourself. Don’t take your greatness to 

the graveyard or lose yourself  trying to 
be someone else. You don’t have to be 
someone different to be important.  
You don’t have to be someone 
important to implement constructive 
change in your life. 

My College Sisters – one of  the many 
things I will miss about you is the 
unfaltering kindness and joy you share 
in each others achievements. Next year, 
I am going to long for that powerful 
sensation we all experience when 
singing our number one hit single, 
Oceans. And of  course, my College 
House sisters, I’m going to miss being 
able to walk down the corridor and 
knock on your door for a chat. You have 
provided me with an endless amount of  
laughter and yes, Mrs Small, we finally 
brought home that trophy! Most of  all,  
I am going to miss being at home,  
with all of  you.

The Class of  2016 is sitting on the brink 
of  one of  the biggest changes they will 
ever face. We are going to miss stepping 
into the grooves of  the stairs that have 
worn away from all the College girls 
before us, and knowing exactly what is 
happening next year. 

Change brings both opportunity and 
fear. But by overcoming fear and doing 
things we don’t feel comfortable with, 
we are paving the way for many to 
follow. I can guarantee that our lives 
will undergo a greater change than 
just our wardrobes once we leave – it 
will even go so far as to turn our grade 
completely blonde in time for our ten 
year reunion.

Grade Elevens, I wish you nothing 
but the best as you take the school to 
new heights next year; if  our matric 

class did it right, we have built a team 
which will carry on for generations.  
Matric Parents, thank you for giving 
us an opportunity to be educated, 
and empowering us to be strong, 
independent women in our country. 
Our teachers, thank you for seeing 
the potential in us and investing in it. 
You’ve made a mark on our lives that 
has shaped us into whom we are today. 
Lastly, to my parents, I love you both so 
very much and can’t thank you enough 
for guiding me to stand up for what I 
believe is just. 

Tomorrow the Matric Class of  2016 will 
be stepping off the Galleon and sailing 
into deeper waters. I hope we have the 
courage to realise and speak about the 
truths we see in our future endeavours, 
as it is only by challenging existing 
practices and presenting alternative 
visions of  the future that we will be able 
to keep our country moving forward. 

Together we are a force to be reckoned with 
and together we shall rise.

Georgina Zaloumis
Head Girl 2016
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A Celebration
DGC
We are here today to celebrate 

the pioneering vision of  
providing high quality 

education to successive generations of  
women.  Those Founders understood, 
long ago in 1877, that educating women 
was the beginning of  wisdom.  

We are now 22 years into our 
constitutional democracy, founded on 
the principles of  human rights and 
the equality of  all citizens.  Education 
remains the sure and tested key to a 
future in which each individual can 
identify and develop their talents to the 
best of  his/her ability.  Educated people 
are the essential resource for a vibrant 
democracy, prosperous economy and 
rich cultural expressions.    

The questions we have to confront 
today are:

- Why has education remained  
a privilege and not a right in  
post-apartheid South Africa?

- What needs to change to enable 
us to ensure that we provide high 
quality education and training to 
every child in South Africa? 

- How can we work together to  
build a South Africa we can all  
be proud of?

Why Has Education Remained A Privilege?

Let us listen to Es’kia Mphahlele, a man 
who against all odds started school late 
in life, yet graduated with a Masters 
in English Literature Cum Laude from 
UNISA in 1957. He went into exile and 
came back in the 1970s because he 
was homesick. He spent two decades 
writing and encouraging us to plan for 
a genuine non-racial society.  Sadly, we 
did not heed his advice.  Just listen:

 

“A genuine programme of non-racialism, 
in which we Africans must play a major role, tapping 
the best minds amongst other population groups, 
must eventually lead to the Africanisation of our 
institutions of learning. 

This goes beyond simply filling our schools 
and colleges with majority blacks. It means 
revolutionizing the whole range of our curricula, 
giving them a new direction, a humanistic  
thrust distinct from the tyranny of didactic 
approaches that have choked up all the  
channels of education.”

Our education system is not fit for 
purpose.  We have not managed to 
re-imagine what an education system 
of  the 21st century should look like in 
our beloved country.  We have patched 
together what we inherited from our 
past, without interrogating what the 
implications of  such an approach 
would be for building the country we 
committed to build in 1994.   

What we have to acknowledge is that 
the political settlement we attained 
in 1994 was not complemented by 
“coming to terms with the burden of  
our history.” 

We assumed that one could build a  
non-racial democracy on the 
foundations of  a society designed on 
the basis of  a colour-coded system that 
was engineered to generate poverty 
for the majority and prosperity for the 
minority.  We now can see the bitter 
fruits of  these assumptions in the 
#Rhodesmustfall; #Feesmustfall;  
and now #ShutDownHigherEducation 
protests and destruction are spreading 
nation wide.  

This is a wake-up call to us, as a nation, 
to address the unfinished business of  
our transition to democracy.   

What Needs To Change?

“Without leaps of 
imagination, or 
dreaming, we lose 
the excitement of 
possibilities.  Dreaming 
after all is a form of 
planning.” - Gloria Steinem

We need to re-imagine a South Africa 
we would love to live in and bequeath 
to our children and grandchildren.   
We need to recognize that the dream of  
1994 has faded.  We need to renew our 
imagined future so it can continue to 
re-inspire us to new heights.  I wonder 
how many South Africans believe that 
we can live in a society where poverty, 
unemployment and inequality are 
history?  If  we cannot imagine such  
a society, we cannot attain it.  

There is much talk in our society  
about the need to “get over” the past, 
but there are louder voices expressing 
the agony of  “black pain.”  Lessons 

from Second Generation Voices: Reflections 
by Children of Holocaust Survivors and 
Perpetrators caution us to “revisit the 
source of  pain by speaking about it and 
analysing the impact on an individual’s 
perception of  psychosocial life, his/
her religious perspective, and his/her 
view of  the ‘other’.  In the process one 
seeks to detoxify the issues involved 
so that further exploration and 
understanding can occur without the 
various psychic barriers that can block 
self-understanding.”

South Africans assume that because 
we had the Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission (TRC) in the mid-1990s, 
we have dealt with the past.  The TRC 
had a limited brief  and reach.  The 
majority of  citizens whose human 
rights were abused, we left with 
festering wounds and no place to find 
healing.  Abuses of  socio-economic 
rights were excluded from the TRC 
with the promise that the RDP process 
would address them.   Nothing of  the 
sort happened.

Our schools, cities and private sector 
companies remain segregated and 
white male-dominated.  72% of  our 
corporations are still led by white 
males. One wonders what happened 
to white women who received 
privileged education.  Why are they 
remaining invisible?  What we need are 
conversations to get us to acknowledge 
the impact of  our long history of  
racism, sexism, and class distinctions.  
That would enable us to detoxify the 
issues of  race, gender and class, so we 
can heal the wounds they have caused 
in the lives of  the majority population 
in our society.  

Emotional issues are hard to deal with.  
People are reluctant to speak about 
what is on their minds and hearts, even 
within intimate spaces.  But we cannot 
escape the need to come to terms with 
the impact of  the past, for both the 
perpetrators/beneficiaries, and those 
exploited and abused on the other.  

The silence in our society about the 
nature and impact of  400 years of  
colonial conquest, racist economic 
exploitation, and apartheid social 
engineering has to be broken within 
healing circles.  Our failure to do so  
has created the space for rage to 
explode in destructive ways. 

How Can We Work Together To Build Our 
Future?

We are in this together.  We decide to sit 
down and hold healing conversations 
and re-imagine a future we can believe 
in.  We can do no better than listen to 
the advice of  a Grade 10 learner from 
your illustrious school:

“Our aim is to educate people on the 
issue of  privilege in South Africa, to 
open a safe space for people to discuss 
their doubts, questions and opinions 
regarding this issue and ultimately,  
to remind the youth that they are  
going to be responsible for South Africa 
one day, warts and all.  It is up to us 
to transform this nation into what we 
know it can be.” 

This young woman has worked it all 
out.  She is the kind of  leader this 
school is producing.  What is needed 
is to ensure that those who get this 
privileged education acknowledge 
the benefits.  Such acknowledgement 
must lead to commitment to lead a life 
of  dreaming and imagination, to lift 
us to the non-racial, just prosperous 
society we committed to in 1994.  It 
is in your hands, as the generation of  
citizens who inherited freedom.  Your 
responsibility is to make freedom reign 
in the everyday lives of  all citizens.

Mamphela Ramphele
Reimagine Futures Network

October 2016
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It’s hard for a teacher to forget her, 
even though more than 50 years 
have passed! 

Imagine yourself  in the Botany 
laboratory, Durban Girls’ College, 
1959-1961.  Elaine Goldberg (now 
Dr Elaine Potter) sits attentively in 
the front row.  Up shoots her hand 
from time to time: expect interesting 
questions. Lively discussion follows,  
a classroom delight! Then head down, 
she thinks, remembers, scrawls her 
notes, and looks up for more!

Could an old teacher’s recollections 
of  Elaine’s inner spark have predicted 
that she would grow into a dogged 
investigative reporter, a leader in her 
field, an advocate and global guardian 
of  the open-minded, rigorous thinking 
our world needs to deal honestly with 
pressing issues? 

Kindled by untrammeled imagining, 
by considered family discussion about 
how to make things better, that delicate 
childhood spark grew for Elaine into a 
determination to ‘make a difference’.  
This, she has achieved, despite much 
opposition along the way.  Her life story 
illustrates open-mindedness and a 
willingness to act with the courage of  
her convictions. 

At Oxford, she earned a PhD.  Her 
thesis: ‘The Press as Opposition: The 
Political Role of the South African 
Newspaper’ was published in 1975, 
remarkable at a time when most South 
African girls avoided the hurly-burly of  
politics. She joined The Times in London 
as an investigative reporter. 

Working with editor Harold Evans 
and the Sunday Times Insight Team, 
she laboured to expose the vagaries 
of  the competitive background of  
aeronautical design engineering.  
They wrote of  the warnings that 
were ignored, agreements that went 

Dr Elaine 
Potter

unfulfilled, and appalling failures of  
inspection and regulation that lay 
behind the disastrous plane crash 
of  the DC10 near Paris, in which 
346 people died.  As a co-author of  
Destination Disaster (1976) by Eddy, 
Potter and Page, she records this grim 
story.

By 1980, she was ready to participate 
in another startling unveiling: the 
publication of  ‘Suffer the Children: the 
Story of Thalidomide’.

Originally developed by the Germans 
in World War II, this drug was blithely 
prescribed by doctors as an antidote 
to morning sickness. Despite the 
incisive questioning of  the journalists, 
and their consistent headlining of  
the issue for years on the front pages 
of  their newspaper, The Times, the 
manufacturers and the British Health 
Ministry stubbornly neglected to  
check its suspected effects on the 
developing foetus.  

Research now verifies that thalidomide 
is transmitted across the mother’s 
placenta, explaining why tens of  
thousands of  babies were born with 
such particularly horrifying serious 
defects: partial or completely  
missing limbs.
  
Elaine and her posse fought and 
eventually won some reprieve for 
the victims in the form of  financial 
compensation and apologies from  
both manufacturers and  
government sources.   

A much-lauded film about the battle 
against thalidomide, ’Attacking the 
Devil’: Harold Evans and the Last Nazi War 
Crime’ was released in January 2016. 
It documents the pilgrimage of  that 
dogged team, Elaine, a leader among 
them. The editor, Sir Harold Evans, was 
knighted partly in recognition of  their 
sterling investigative journalism.
 

In her private life, Elaine is married 
to a South African, Dr David Potter.  
A brilliant mathematical physicist, 
he pioneered the software company, 
Psion in Britain. Together they co-
founded the David and Elaine Potter 
Foundation, hugely involved in 
education. It supports research and 
educational projects in developing 
countries. They are particularly active 
in the protection of  human and civil 
rights and freedom of  expression 
through unstinting support for 
investigative reporting and  
open governance. 
   
Dr Elaine Potter is a trustee of   
the following organisations: 
The Trust for the Bureau of  
Investigative Journalism; the Centre 
for Investigative Journalism (Chair); 
Open Democracy Limited; Index 
on Censorship; the Canon Collins 
Education Trust for Southern Africa, 
a Trustee of  CIDA (a free university in 
Johannesburg) and the University of  
Cape Town Trust. 
     

“How far that little 
candle throws his 
beams! So shines  
a good deed in a weary 
world.”      
      
  - Shakespeare
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Senior
Prize Giving
Grade 8

Academic Excellence
in Grade 8:

Inaam Abdool-Samad, Jaime Altshuler,
Amaarah Amod, Atiyah Asmal, 
Michaela Chivers, Gemma Early, 
Mikayla Edgley, Nika Govender, 
Tahseena Hassam, Raeesa Jhetam,  
Nina Kruse, Jamie Mower, 
Mazwi-Edenga Mandimutsira, 
Mbal’enhle Mantshongo, 
Naqiyah Moosa, Kimara Naidoo,
Caitlin Padayachee, Arin Pincus, 
Samira Salduker, Olivia Saulez, 
Simran Singh, Sabeeha Suliman, 
Taqiyyah Suliman, Roxanne Thornton, 
Chelsea Utermark, Paige Wise

Achievement Certificates:

Excellent Achievement in Art:
Inaam Abdool-Samad,  Jaime Altshuler,
Holly Munks, Tejal Rajput

Excellent Achievement in Dramatic Arts:
Ella Friedrich, Jamie Mower, 
Samira Salduker, Dina Simpson, 
Taqiyyah Suliman

Excellence in Practical Work in Music:
Stephanie Atherton, Gemma Early, 
Nina Kruse, Julia Lewis, 
Klara Robertson, Dina Simpson, 
Kaela Simpson

Consistent effort and interest in  
Subject Music:
Mazwi-Edenga Mandimutsira, 
Mbal’enhle Mantshongo, Amy Michau,
Josie Middleton

Excellent Achievement in French:
Michaela Chivers, Holly Munks, 
Jenna Stichelbout, Jena Woodroffe

Excellence in Oral - IsiZulu:
Angela Hadebe

Excellent Achievement in French:
Mazwi-Edenga Mandimutsira,

Excellence in Afrikaans Oral:
Holly Munks

Excellence in English Oral:
Holly Munks

Creative Writing in English:
Holly Munks

Most Promising Non-Mother Tongue 
Speaker: IsiZulu:
Nika Govender

Most Promising Non-Mother Tongue 
Speaker: Afrikaans:
Jamie Mower

Significant Improvement in Afrikaans:
Amy Michau

First in the Grade in Subject Music:
Gemma Early, Nina Kruse

First in the Grade in IsiZulu:
Inaam Abdool-Samad

First in the Grade in Biology:
Gemma Erskine

First in the Grade in French:
Raeesa Jhetam

First in the Grade in Afrikaans:
Holly Munks

First in the Grade in Consumer Studies:
Holly Munks

First in the Grade in  
English Home Language:
Holly Munks

First in the Grade in History:
Holly Munks

First in the Grade in Life Orientation:
Holly Munks

First in the Grade in Economic and 
Management Sciences:
Jena Woodroffe

First in the Grade in Geography:
Jena Woodroffe

First in the Grade in Mathematics:
Jena Woodroffe

First in the Grade in Science:
Jena Woodroffe

Excellence in Academics and Sport - Grade 8:
Jenna Stichelbout

Trophy:

Good Fellowship in Grade 8
Gemma Erskine (Grade 8D), 
Dina Simpson (Grade 8D),  Tejal Rajput 
(Grade 8G), Kaela Simpson (Grade 8S),
Raeesa Jhetam (Grade 8W)

Outstanding Overall Academic 
Achievement in Grade 8:

Gemma Erskine, Josie Middleton, 
Holly Munks, Jenna Stichelbout, 
Jena Woodroffe

Grade 9

Academic Excellence
in Grade 9:

Afua Aryetey, Jessica Boonzaier, 
Olivia Bradshaw, Londi Busse, 
Isabella Cochrane, Jenna Cooper, 
Luisa De Vlieg, Jocelyn Farrell, 
Riya Gopal, Chloë Govender, Shivika 
Govender, Gabriella Halford, 
Jessica Hoare, Aaliya Islam, Micaela 
Kapp, Mvunulo Khumalo, Lisa 
Kruyshaar, Ariana Moodley, Gillian 
Nicolson, Anna Pansegrouw, Jade 
Ramini, Andrea Reddy, Olivia Saad, 
Georgina Saulez, Emma Sharratt, 
Giulia Torino, Alexia Torr, 

Achievement Certificates:

Excellence in Practical Work in Music:
Emily Thomson, Georgina Saulez, 
Janelle Janse van Rensburg

Consistent effort and interest in  
Subject Music:
Riya Gopal, Ara Naidoo

Outstanding Practical Work in 
Subject Music:
Rachel Wedderburn-Maxwell

Excellent Achievement in French:
Ara Naidoo

Excellence in Oral - IsiZulu:
Mvunulo Khumalo 

Excellence in Afrikaans Oral:
Anna Pansegrouw

Creative Writing in English:
Seyanne Govender 

Most Promising Non-Mother Tongue 
Speaker: IsiZulu:
Yaa Gyima, Gillian Nicolson

Most Promising Non-Mother Tongue 
Speaker: Afrikaans:
Caitlin Honeywell 

Parent’s Association prize for Courtesy, 
Consideration and Commitment:
Emma Sharratt

First in the Grade in Subject Music:
Rachel Wedderburn-Maxwell

First in the Grade in Dramatic Arts:
Caitlin Honeywell 

First in the Grade in Visual Arts:
Emma Sharratt

First in the Grade in IsiZulu:
Afua Aryetey

First in the Grade in Biology:
Kereena Bhana 

First in the Grade in French:
Seyanne Govender

First in the Grade in Afrikaans:
Caitlin Honeywell 

First in the Grade in English:
Seyanne Govender

First in the Grade in Consumer Studies:
Emma Sharratt

First in the Grade in History:
Caitlin Honeywell 

First in the Grade in Life Orientation:
Samantha Rein 

First in the Grade in Accounting:
Lisa Kruyshaar

First in the Grade in Geography:
Emma Sharratt

First in the Grade in Mathematics:
Kereena Bhana 

First in the Grade in Science:
Ara Naidoo

Excellence in Academics and Sport  
- Grade 9:
Emma Sharratt

Outstanding Overall Academic 
Achievement in Grade 9:

Kereena Bhana, Seyanne Govender, 
Caitlin Honeywell, Ara Naidoo, 
Rachel Wedderburn-Maxwell

Middle School DUX:

Caitlin Honeywell 
Grade 10

Academic Excellence
in Grade 10:

Tayla Daykin, Olivia du Plessis, 
Kiara Fernandes, Isabella Hitchings,
Reyhana Jacobs, Caitlyn Le Grange, 
Isabelle Pattenden, Ruth Thumbi, 
Raffaella Van Der Westhuyzen

Achievement Certificates:

Most Promising Non-Mother Tongue 
Speaker: IsiZulu:
Antonia Grindrod

First in the Grade in Dramatic Arts:
Ruth Thumbi

First in the Grade in Visual Arts:
Nina Mabusela 

First in the Grade in Life Orientation:
Antonia Grindrod

First in the Grade in Geography:
Raffaella Van Der Westhuyzen

First in the Grade in Business Studies:
Antonia Grindrod

First in the Grade in Mathematical Literacy:
Catherine Holdcroft

First in the Grade in Advanced Mathematics: 
Humairaa Khalid

Excellence in Academics and Sport - 
Grade 10: Antonia Grindrod

Special Prizes:

The Music Bar prize (BOOK) for 
Outstanding Work in Subject Music:
Almira Abdool-Samad, Reyhana Jacobs

The Ngotho Family TROPHY for 
outstanding contribution to Music:
Thandiwe Moyo

Rita Wichura prize for Afrikaans:
Cenelle Gounden

Margaret Bruce Memorial prize for French:
Antonia Grindrod

Elizabeth Law prize for English:
Ruth Thumbi

Stubbs Memorial prize for isiZulu:
Nontando Moshesh
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Hancock-Pike prize for Life Sciences:
Cenelle Gounden

Emily Rouah prize for Mathematics:
Antonia Grindrod

Margaret Gay prize for Physical Science:
Antonia Grindrod

Rogers Memorial prize for History:
Laura Jackson

Consumer Studies prize,  
donated by Gem Outfitters:
Jenna Matthews

Adams Accounting prize:
Tejal Ramjee

Outstanding Overall Academic 
Achievement in Grade 10:

Cenelle Gounden, Antonia Grindrod, 
Laura Jackson, Humairaa Khalid, 
Rhea Valjee

Grade 11

Academic Excellence
in Grade 11:

Callula Clay-Smith, Georgina Miller, 
Tara Miller, Lori Niemand, 
Hannah Oberholzer, Sandhya 
Ramcharrun, Simira Ramsumer, 
Ammaarah Seedat, Megan 
Thorrington-Smith, Jennie Van Dyk, 
Rachel Williams

Achievement Certificates:

Most Promising Non-Mother Tongue 
Speaker: IsiZulu:
Jehnara Naidoo

First in the Grade in Visual Arts:
Lori Niemand 

First in the Grade in IsiZulu:
Mbali Myeza, Thandeka Gumede 

First in the Grade in Life Orientation:
Jehnara Naidoo

First in the Grade in Consumer Studies:
Simira Ramsumer

First in the Grade in Business Studies:
Shwetha Singh

First in the Grade in Physical Science:
Chloë Royston

First in the Grade in Life Sciences:
Samantha Parle

First in the Grade in Mathematical Literacy:
Anne Moxham

First in the Grade in Advanced Mathematics: 
Ammaarah Seedat

Excellence in Academics and Sport - 
Lori Niemand

Special Prizes:

Dianne Stewart TROPHY and prize for 
Creative Writing:
Callula Clay-Smith

Martie van Heerden TROPHY and  
prize for Spoken Afrikaans:
Rénce Jacobs

Carruthers CUP for Drama:
Abigail Metzer

Amy Tripe TROPHY for Geography:
Tara Miller

Perks TROPHY for Outstanding 
Contribution to Music:
Wangui Ngotho

Helen Daniel prize for History:
Hannah Oberholzer

M A Byron prize for English:
Hannah Oberholzer

Mozart BUST for excellence in Subject Music:
Samantha Parle

Ernst and Young prize for Mathematics
Chloë Roysten

Price Waterhouse SHIELD and  
prize for Accounting: 
Chloë Roysten

The Heather Robb prize for the Top Student 
in Grade 11: 
Chloë Roysten

UKZN Mathematics and  
Physical Science Award: 
Chloë Roysten

La Hausse de la Louvière prize for French
Megan Thorrington-Smith

Outstanding Overall Academic 
Achievement in Grade 11:

Jehnara Naidoo, Samantha Parle, 
Kellyn Pincus, Chloë Royston, Shwetha 
Singh
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Grade 12
Prize Giving
Grade 12

Academic Excellence
in Grade 12:

Nicola Cooper, Julia Denissen, 
Zara Govender, Isabella Holmes, 
Layla Lombard, Gatesi Muligande, 
Kumsilla Naidoo, Mishka Ramlagan, 
Natacha Vieira

Student Achievements:

Chanelle Pretorius:
• Academic Prize (Cum Laude)
• The Nicky Lapinsky Prize for 

Advanced Programme Mathematics
• Rita Wichura Prize for Afrikaans
• Ernst and Young Accounting Prize
• Price Waterhouse Coopers Crystal 

Floating Trophy for Highest 
Accounting marks for the last  
4 years

Rutherford (Cayla Hill):
• Archie Cramer Shield for Spoken 

English
• Schuurman Cup for Scholarship and 

Conduct

Inessa Rajah:
• Academic Prize (Cum Laude)
• Elizabeth Law Prize for English
• A E  Ingle Prize for English
• Dianne Stewart prize for  

Creative Writing
• Life Orientation Prize

Chelsea Swanepoel:
• Academic Prize
• Elizabeth Sneddon Shield for  

Public Speaking
• The Beethoven Trophy for 

outstanding contribution to Music

Mia van Biljon:
• AD van Rensburg Prize for  

Spoken Afrikaans

Hanifa Akoob-Khamissa:
• Most Improved Non-Mother Tongue 

isiZulu Speaker

Prajna Chowthee:
• Academic Prize (Cum Laude)
• Most Improved Non-Mother  

Tongue isiZulu Speaker
• The Jennifer Wild Award  

for Geography
• Joan and Ken Elliott Award for 

highest marks in Mathematics and 
Geography

Lungiswa Sithabile Sithole:
• The Stubbs Memorial Prize for 

isiZulu

Melissa Ngcobo:
• Madame Hardy Prize for  

Spoken French
• Margaret Bruce Memorial Prize  

for French

Brittany Feuilherade:
• Maria Oliva Prize for the Most 

Improved History Student

Glenda Watt:
• Academic Prize (Cum Laude)
• Rutherford Memorial Prize  

for Mathematics
• David Hodges Prize for  

Physical Science
• Rogers Memorial Prize for History
• The Clarkson Memorial Prize for 

Life Sciences
• The Cramb Family Prize for  

Practical Work in Life Sciences

Ashmira Ramsewak:
• Academic Prize
• Price Waterhouse Coopers  

Business Studies Prize

Georgina Zaloumis:
• Academic Prize
• Ann Batchelor Prize for Practical Art

Lamis Hassim:
• Atkinson Prize for Art

Chia Chi Chen:
• Academic Prize (Cum Laude)
• Membrey Prize for Art Theory 

Amy Ellis:
• Nel Dramatic Arts Prize for 

Practical Work
• Prize for Dramatic Arts Theory

Kate Tindall:
• Claire Mills Trophy for Progress in 

Drama

Amelia Pattenden:
• Academic Prize
• Phillippa Lewis Memorial Prize
• The Robertson Prize for Consumer 

Studies

Catherine O’Flaherty:
• The Saville Prize for Cookery

Swetha Maharaj:
• Smuts Reid Prize for Contribution  

to Senior Choir

Daniella Bradshaw:
• Jessie Carte Memorial Prize for the 

top DGC student in the 2015 NSC 
Examinations 
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Trophies:

Margot Reid Trophy for Deportment:
Amelia Pattenden

The Elizabeth and Kate Pentecost Trophy for 
Excellence in Academics and Sport:
Glenda Watt

Sherine Higginson Rose Bowl for  
All-Round Excellence:
Glenda Watt

Jennifer and Deborah Wilson Prize for  
All-Round Contribution to College:
Sarah Kanamugire, Zara Govender

Gwen Williams Attendance Trophy:
Nikita Deyal, Tamika Achary, 
Gatesi Muligande

Kathryn Purkis Trophy for Good Fellowship:
Sarah Kanamugire

The Quinta Essentia Award:
Glenda Watt

The David Martin Family Trophy in 
recognition of Service to the Durban 
Community:
Sadhna Ramklass

Adams Leadership Cup: 
Greenacre House (Caroline Dowsett)

House Efficiency Shield:
Greenacre House (Caroline Dowsett)

Margaret Christison Prize for Captain of 
House that won the Efficiency Shield:
Caroline Dowsett

Prize for Head Girl of College House:
Nicola Van Loggerenberg

Prize for Deputy Head of College House:
Joscelyn Howard

Prize for Head of SRC:
Zara Govender

Prize for Deputy Head of SRC:
Sadhna Ramklass

Janette Shapiro Prize for Deputy Head Girls:
Inessa Rajah, Sarah Kanamugire

Harriet Robinson Prize for Head Girl - 
(Bequeathed by  Miss Middleton):
Georgina Zaloumis

Churchill Mason Award for Proxime 
Accessit to Dux:
Chanelle Pretorius

Elizabeth Dacomb Trophy first dux in 1879:
Glanda Watt

Florence Dacomb Trophy dux in 1891:
Glanda Watt

Emil Jack Maehler Award for Consistent 
Achievement of Excellence and Balfour 
Collier Prize for Dux:
Glanda Watt
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• 100% pass rate.
• 98% girls passed at the highest 

level which means they met the 
requirements for Bachelor’s Degree 
Studies.

• 89% of  all symbols achieved were As, 
Bs or Cs.

Individual achievements:

9 Distinctions:
Prajna Chowthee, Inessa Rajah

8 Distinctions:
Kumsilla Naidoo, Chanelle Pretorius, 
Glenda Watt 

7 Distinctions:
Chia Chi Chen, Gatesi Muligande
Amelia Pattenden, Mishka Ramlagan
Ashmira Ramsewak

6 Distinctions:
Rose Church, Nicola Cooper
Julia Denissen, Andrea Dolphin
Caroline Dowsett, Nirvana Govender
Zara Govender, Isabelle Holmes
Kirsten Gammie, Layla Lombard
Chelsea Swanepoel, Natacha Vieira

5 Distinctions:
Nambitha Bolani, Jessica Dawson
Lamis Hassim, Cayla Hill
Joscelyn Howard, Kiara Reddy
Sadhna Ramklass, Georgina Zaloumis

4 Distinctions:
Olivia Banda, Tayiba Barnwell
Shreya Dabideen, Sarah Kanamugire
Ntokozo Myeza, Nicola Peirson 
Cassidy Williamson, Kim Worth

Nationally in the top 1% in 7 subjects::
Chanelle Pretorius

Nationally in the top 1% in 6 subjects:
Inessa Rajah and Glenda Watt

Nationally in the top 1% in 1 subject:
Nicola Cooper, Rebecca Campbell, 
Prajna Chowthee, Nicola Macdonald, 
Amelia Pattenden, Ashmira Ramsewak, 
Chelsea Swanepoel, Mia van Biljon, 
Georgina Zaloumis

Inessa Rajah, Mishka Ramlagan, 
Chanelle Pretorius and Glenda Watt 
were recognised as outstanding achievers by 
the IEB since they were in the top 5% of pupils 
in 6 or more subjects and scored 80% or more 
in Life Orientation. 

Chia Chi Chen was recognised on the list of 
commendable achievers for achieving in the 
top 5% of pupils in 5 subjects and achieving 
above 80% for Life Orientation.

Class of 2016 IEB

 Results
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Glenda Watt

Chia Chi Chen

Chanelle Pretorius

Prajna Chowthee

Inessa Rajah

Isabella Holmes

Matric Results

 Top 12

Layla Lombard

Kumsillia Naidoo

Gatesi Muligande

Mishka Ramlagan

Amelia Pattenden

Ashmira Ramsewak
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Journey
Brand Theme
Durban Girls’ College is a 
journey, in multiple senses 
of the word. It is a journey 
through academic, cultural 
and sporting endeavours.  
A journey of the world at 
large. A journey of the self. 

Class of 2016


